The Freshman Football Team.

The 1907 Football Team has met with but limited success during the past week. The game played last Wednesday against the Newton High School resulted in a score of 15 to 4 in favor of the High School boys, while that played at Lawrence last Saturday was a tie, 0-0.

The 1907 team is woefully lacking in team work. There is altogether too much individual playing. When the team is on the field there are eleven men playing as individuals, but not eleven men playing as a team. Now this lack of team work is a serious drawback to the team's success, and unless it is eliminated, and that very soon, the prospects of defeating '06 are slim indeed.

This fault is probably due to the fact that no captain has as yet been elected. When the team goes on the field, it is without a head. There is no one to run it. This was especially noticeable in last Saturday's game. Every player did as he pleased, and the temporary captain appointed for that day allowed them to do as they pleased.

Another noticeable fault was the lack of ginger. The men failed to get into the spirit of the game. They allowed their lighter opponents to walk all over them until their goal was in danger, and then only did they exert themselves. For at least three downs they held the Lawrence team on their five-yard line, showing that the line could hold if the men would only make an effort. The line is fairly heavy, but many more pounds could be added if a few more of the heavier men of the class would only come out. Of the seven hundred Freshmen there ought to be at least sixty or seventy men out for the team to secure that rivalry for positions which is so essential to the team's success. Only about two more weeks remain before Field Day, so all new men should come out every night and practice hard, and at least help your team to make a creditable showing on Nov. 7.

The following is a list of present candidates:

Left Ends: Merwin, Middleton, Peabody, Sage.
Left Tackles: Rood, Stowe, Hall.
Left Guards: Griffin, Brotherlin.
Centre: Morton.
Right Guard: Davenport.
Right Tackles: Williams, Howe, Allen.
Right Ends: Chapman, Trouerman, Kann, Griffig.
Quarter Backs: Langenheim, Rand, Reyburn, Upton.
Left Half Backs: Sargent, Tetlow.
Right Half Backs: Mulcare, Quinlan.
Full Backs: Prendergast, Hallet, Zoutrel.

Civil Engineering Society.

The first meeting for the ensuing year of the Civil Engineering Society was held Tuesday afternoon in Room 11, Eng. B. After the reading of the secretary's report, Professor Swain, head of the department of civil engineering, gave an interesting talk on "The Opportunities of a Civil Engineer." This was the first of a series of talks to be given by prominent speakers.

Membership in the Society is open to Courses I. and XI., and all members of those courses should join at once.

'03 Alumni Notice.

SPECIAL NOTICE. —The Class of '03 is to hold its first informal reunion at "The Union" on the evening of Nov. 6, at 6:30 P.M. A light supper will be served, the price of which will be reserved until after the ceremony. On the following day the class is to attend Field Day to give hearty support to '07. No further notice of this reunion is to be given.